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Abstract 
Marine mammal rescue centers around North America respond to calls from the 

public about animals that have stranded due to illness or injury. Each year financial 

planning must occur at these centers with little information on potential animal counts. For 

this foundational project, we examined the relationship of sea surface temperature (SST; 

proxy for prey availability) and California sea lion (Zalophus californianus, CSL) yearling 

stranding counts to determine if SST can be used to predict the number of strandings; 

information that might aid rescue organization to plan appropriately. Our results indicate a 

predictive potential between SST and stranding is possible but further investigation is 

needed. A more robust model including factors such as population dynamics, other 

environmental variables, or shifting temporal windows could derive more reliable 

prediction results. However, the prediction values from this study can provide some 

guidance for the stranding networks to assist them plan for upcoming years.  
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CHAPTER 1- INTRODUCTION 

CALIFORNIA SEA LION CHALLENGES 
California sea lions (CSL; Zalophus californianus) are an icon of California coastal 

culture. They are symbols of the social beach life, and their images are found on items from 

surf gear to local brewery packaging. Each year thousands of visitors flock to California 

destinations to see the sunbathing sea lions, listen to their boisterous barking, and watch 

their playful antics.   

CSLs are considered sentinel species, providing advance warnings of possible 

changes in environmental conditions and potential hazards. They are resilient and 

responsive to changes in their surroundings. Compounding impacts of humans, 

environmental changes, increased predation, infectious diseases, and an increasing sea lion 

population have resulted in greater numbers of sea lions ending up on beaches sick or 

injured. Human indirect impacts include habitat loss to development of sought after coastal 

lands and beaches and increased ecotourism along shorelines. Direct human impacts 

include animals being harmed or killed by gunshots and entanglements in fishing gear or 

ocean trash. Despite historical challenges in the current environment, inability to thrive due 

to malnutrition has been the major cause for stranding for the young CSLs along the coast 

of California (Greig, Gulland, & Kreuder, 2005).  Responding to sick marine mammals is 

a huge endeavor involving multiple agencies, thousands of people and millions of dollars 

each year. 

Increased numbers of CSL strandings brings increased pressures on the rescue 

networks that respond to and care for these and other animals. Stranding is when a marine 
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mammal is debilitated due to illness or injury and will seek land for recovery because they 

cannot continue normal functions in the ocean.  Stranding locations are opportunistic, and 

mostly occur on beaches, wharves, marinas, jetties, and sometimes even farmlands or 

roadways. When animals strand in areas of public access, there is the risk disease 

transmission or bodily harm to and from people and their pets. Some marine mammals, 

like sea lions, will Haul Out, which is coming out of the water to land, but is part of their 

regular rest, mating and rearing activities.  Rescue organizations can be called to respond 

to both by concerned members of the public.  

The majority of stranding network facilities are operated by volunteers and financed 

with public donations. The dynamic nature of the ocean environment and the relationship 

of the species that inhabit it make it difficult to plan resource allocation for these rescue 

centers when the volume of strandings for the next fiscal year is unknown. If there is a way 

to help predict the degree of sea lion stranding for the next year, organizations can plan for 

staffing and animal care in rehabilitation facilities, and park managers can plan for future 

habitat protection and visitor access management to keep the humans and the animals safe. 

THE NEED FOR PLANNING TOOLS 
There is an increasing interest to study sea lion survival from ecological, 

pathological, climate change response, and human interaction perspectives, but the data are 

rarely synthesized with an overall integrated analysis to assist with proactive planning 

(Okey, Agbayani, & Alidina, 2015. With this project, we wanted to support the work of 

rescue and rehabilitation organizations and try to develop a tool to predict what the resource 

needs may be for the following year.  
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Working with CSL stranding records from the Marine Mammal Stranding Network 

(MMSM) for California, this research examined if there is a relationship between Sea 

Surface Temperature (SST), as an environmental indicator, and sea lion stranding that may 

assist with yearly resource planning for rescue organizations. For this foundational study, 

we have decided to focus on newly weaned pup to yearling sea lions, as this is the age class 

that strands in the greatest numbers (Greig et al, 2005). 

This study builds upon earlier research completed by Melin, et al., (2010) that 

examined lactating female CSLs foraging activities and pup mortality in 2009 when there 

was an unusual number of pup deaths on the sea lion rookery, and an unusual number of 

young, malnourished sea lions stranding on the mainland. In particular, their findings 

summarized: 

x Warmer waters near the surface shifted prey species to deeper colder waters in the water 

column and farther offshore. 

x Shifting prey species required nursing females to forage farther from shore and leave their 

dependent pups ashore for longer periods. 

x The change in pup nutrition (i.e. feeding opportunity changed from a minimum of once 

every three days to once every seven days) resulted in an increase in pup mortality rate by 

30%. 

They concluded that a better understanding of the relationship of sea lion activity 

and changing water temperatures was needed (Melin, et al 2010).  

 For this study SST was used as a proxy for prey availability as surface waters 

warm, primary productivity of the ocean slows, and alters distribution of forage fish which 
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migrate to colder, nutrient rich waters which can be deeper and farther offshore, (Keledjian 

&Mesnick, 2013, Melin et al., 2010). This shift poses foraging challenges to both the 

nursing females and weanling sea lions.   

To accomplish our objectives, we looked at four research questions: 

1. Are there any temporal or spatial hotspots of yearling CSL strandings? 

2. Is there an observable trend between changes in SST and the timing or location of 

CSL strandings? 

3. Are SST and CSL strandings correlated on the coast of California between the years 

of 2006 through 2015, either at time of stranding or the previous September?  

4. If a relationship exists, could it be used as a predictive indicator to assist with resource 

management decisions? 

This kind of information would be extremely helpful for planning and preparation 

of resources for the stranding network at all levels. We chose to examine SST and stranding 

numbers because these data are freely available to managers in the rescue network. Having 

a free tool to predict if there will be a large-scale stranding event would allow government 

officials who oversee the coastal rescue centers operations and declare unusual mortality 

events (UME), as well as rescue organizations to better plan for volunteer and paid 

personnel support, setting expectations and ensuring adequate supplies and equipment for 

the job of rescue and care. In addition, a predictive model could also help mitigate injury 

or disease transmission risks between stranded animals and humans with their domestic 

pets by increased preparedness for regional beach managers to amplify community 

outreach and education.  
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BIASES, LIMITATIONS, AND DELIMITATIONS 
The assumptions made and, the use and restrictions placed upon our data set may 

lead to biases in our analysis. Stranding data are opportunistic and inherently biased. We 

cannot know what percentage of sick animals strand on shore nor what percentage of those 

is reported. Reported strandings are reliant on members of the public voluntarily calling 

into rescue centers. Therefore, locations of stranding events are typically limited to areas 

of human access to beaches or wharves.  Additionally, when a stranding is reported, and 

response is initiated, there is room for personal judgment error. Many times the member of 

the public calling in, or the volunteers acting on the rescue, can give very good location 

information to the dispatcher, however the dispatcher then has to determine the coordinates 

to enter into the database, wherein location input error can occur.  

The oceanographic data are relatively unbiased as it is remotely and robotically 

collected at regular intervals by floating buoys, although buoys can malfunction and may 

be affected by ocean conditions (e.g. wave height). This data is limited in that it is collected 

at the sea surface and does not tell us about temperatures at depth. It is also point data that 

has limited reach and may not encompass all areas of sea lion foraging distribution.  Using 

SST as a proxy for prey availability is a bias due to the limited nature of the variable and 

the large assumption of the value it holds. It is also only one measure in the complex, 

dynamic environment that is the ocean with the multitude of variables that play a role in 

ecosystem composition and species migration.  

Limitations and delimitations to this project are important to identify. The 

accessibility and validity of data from other sources, and the unpredictability of wild 

animals can be limitations to the results of this project. There is natural variability to the 
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size age ratio of any animal; the national database has a set of entry fields that assist in 

correct data entry, however there remains room for interpretation and input error for the 

multitude of people using the system. To account for this, we placed length boundaries to 

our sea lion stranding data in an attempt to restrict the data set to ensure we only included 

young of the year that are weaned and yearlings. Lengths selected followed standard 

practices of the stranding network for length and age class determination. All CSLs in the 

study are referred to as yearlings.  

A major delimitation of this study is the amalgamation of sea lion rookery 

association and unique local environments of each of the four Channel Islands with 

rookeries, San Miguel Island, San Nicolas Island, Santa Barbara Island, and San Clemente 

Island, into one generalized Channel Islands reference. Each of these islands has its own 

local oceanic influences and established rookeries that creates fidelity, particularly by 

female CSLs, to each that localizes forging habits and varies foraging behaviours (Kuhn, 

2014; McHuron, Robinson, Simmons, Kuhn, & Fowler, 2016). For example, animals 

observed at San Nicolas Island traveled on average 84.7+/-11km (Kuhn, 2014), although 

in our assumptions we would not differentiate these animals and their stranding location 

from another set of animals from a different rookery.   
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CHAPTER 2- LITERATURE REVIEW- CALIFORNIA SEA LIONS AND THE OCEAN 
ENVIRONMENT 

CALIFORNIA SEA LION NATURAL HISTORY 
California sea lions live on the west coast of North America from northern 

Vancouver Island, British Columbia, Canada (although have been observed as far north as 

Alaska) to as far south as Islas Tres Marias, Mexico (King, 1983). Five distinct populations 

with strong intraspecifc structure, regional fidelity, and genetic analysis demonstrate a 

latitudinal structure of the Pacific populations (Schramm, et al., 2009). 

Considered a sentinel species, CSL health and survival can be viewed as indicators 

of oceanic conditions and environmental quality in the California Current System (CCS) 

(Keledjian & Mesnick, 2013).  The CCS is the eastern wing of the large scale North Pacific 

Gyre. It is a surface current ranging in depth from 0 to 300 m deep, which carries water 

along the west coast of North America towards the equator (Lynn, 1987). The CCS is a 

complex oceanic system that includes large-scale processes of the Pacific Decadal 

Oscillation, North Pacific Gyre Oscillation, and El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO), as 

well as, small-scale processes like localized seasonal upwelling. Throughout their cycles 

of months, years, or decades, these systems can alter trophic dynamics (Melin et al., 2012) 

and impact foraging behaviors of CSLs.  

Living in such a dynamic environment, California sea lions evolved breeding and 

rearing timings that coincide and take advantage of the high productivity and timing of the 

CCS peak upwelling periods (Melin et al., 2012). Sea lion pup births and mortality rates 

are linked to fluctuations in large scale oceanic processes because they can create shifts in 

environmental conditions that can reduce the productivity of the CCS and hence have a 
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direct effect on foraging capabilities of nursing female sea lions (Keledjian and Mesnick, 

2013).   

Breeding and pupping seasons of CSL is well studied. As the breeding season 

approaches, males return from their northern reaches of Alaska, British Columbia, and 

northern California (King, 1983; Maniscalco, J.,et al. 2004) to obtain and defend territories. 

Adult females are central place foragers that tend to remain closer to the rookeries year 

round, although there have been some reported as far as Alaska (Maniscalco, J.,et al. 2004) 

most remain within 10.4 km to a maximum of 276km in a study of sea lions from San 

Nicolas island (Kuhn, 2016).  The females return to their natal rookery to pup and later 

breed.  

Pup birth and rearing is a year-long endeavor for the female CSL (Figure 1).  

Females give birth to a single pup from May to July, after five to seven days after the birth, 

the female begins a cycle of attendance wherein she will nurse the pup then leave the 

rookery to forage for up to 3 days, this routine will continue until after the breeding season 

around August.  Pups are completely dependent on their mothers until about 6 months of 

age, after this time, most pups are supplementing their diet with whole food as they begin 

to explore and acquire skills necessary for survival while still relying on nursing support 

(Melin, DeLong, & Siniff, 2008). The weaning period happens around 10 to 11 months of 

age, around April and May the following year where both pups and dams will leave to 

forage, both remaining near the rookery and then return to the rookery approximately every 

five days to nurse. Weaning can be a process of self-weaning initiated by the pup, or 

weaning initiated by the mother (Melin, DeLong, Thomason, 2000), some yearlings may 

continue to suckle for one to two years.  
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If the females can successfully provide calorie dense nutrition to the pups and 

weanlings as they mature, the young can have sufficient fat reserves to sustain their caloric 

needs until they become proficient at foraging on their own (Melin et al., 2010). If the 

nursing females struggled to find prey, their young may be undernourished with little fat 

reserves. Subsequently, if the young also struggle to find prey to sustain their caloric needs, 

the result may lead to the animal stranding due to malnutrition or death.  

 

J F M A M J J A S O N D 

        
PUPS 
BORN 

PUPS SUCKLING  
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WEANING PERIOD 
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Figure 1. Timing of California sea lion pup feeding activities during their first year.  

Age classes for CSLs are an important distinction that requires some clarification 

for this study. Researchers working with CSLs, and the MMSN database that tracks the 

stranding records refer to the age classes as: pup (0-1 year), yearling (1-2 years), juvenile(2-

5 years depending on sex), sub-adult (4-8 years depending on sex) and adult (5 or 8 years+ 

depending on sex), and is determined by a combination of; standard body length, tooth 
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development, and, for males, sagittal crest development (Greig et al, 2005). As mentioned, 

the weaning period for CSLs can vary and range from 6 months to 11 months, with some 

pups self-weaning and others weaned by the dam. Because of this range of weanling 

possibilities and inability to ascertain if the stranded animal is early weaned or not, we 

bracketed the study group by standard length in an attempt to capture the smaller sized 

yearlings and larger sized pups of the year as opposed to using the strict MMSN database 

classifications. For ease, all of the animals for this study have been referred to as yearlings.  

OCEAN PERTURBATIONS 
ENSOs are major contributors in cycles of CCS and include a warming El Niño 

phase that produces a deepening of the thermocline and increases in sea surface height and 

SSTs, typically followed by a cold, more productive, La Niña phase and a neutral phase. 

(Delong et al., 2017). During ENSO cycles the oceanographic conditions shift resulting in 

a reduction in available zooplankton and phytoplankton biomass leading to changes in 

abundance or distribution of commonly consumed sea lion prey such as cephalopods and 

fishes (Bograd & Lynn., 2003). During 2015-2016, the combination of a strong El Niño, 

and other anomalous events, caused a reduction in phytoplankton biomass that impacted 

the entire ecosystem and prey availability during this period (Jacox et al., 2016). 

CSL diet shows strong interannual variability, and whereas they do switch and 

increase diversity in their diet as conditions necessitate, the most common prey types, 

particularly when lactating, are nutritionally dense northern anchovy (Engraulis mordax) 

and Pacific sardine (Sardinops sagax) (McClatchie et al., 2016).  As ocean temperatures 

increase and these prey species disperse to colder, more nutrient rich waters that are deeper 

or father offshore, foraging becomes more challenging for female/lactating CSLs (Melin 
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et al., 2008). Males and juveniles are not as susceptible to the changing conditions as they 

can migrate farther but female CSLs will be restricted in her rage as she is rearing a 

dependent pup on the rookeries. In particular, during the 1982-1983 ENSO there was a 

decrease in births at all the rookeries in southern California, and an increase in time and 

energy that adult female sea lions spent foraging (DeLong et al., 1991). It was speculated 

that the increase in sea lion strandings with entanglements during the 1998 ENSO was due 

to sea lions trying to depredate prey from fishing equipment (Greig, Gulland, & Kreuder, 

2005) and that the onset, of even a weak El Niño, can have a greater number of interactions 

if it coincided with CSL weaning periods (Keledjian, & Mesnick, 2013).bMore recently, 

findings have estimated that an increase in 1°C in SST can reduce population growth by 

0.07, and during strong ENSO years, when SST anomalies can be greater than 2°C, 

population growth is halted entirely (Laake et al., 2018).  A separate study examining age- 

and sex-specific survival of California sea lions from 1987 to 2014, covering three ENSO 

events, revealed that a SST increase of 1°C that persisted for several months or longer 

decreased the odds of survival for pups and yearlings by nearly 50% (DeLong et al., 2017). 

Interestingly, male adults, subadults and pups are the most susceptible to changes in the 

environment due to ENSO impacts due to their development needs (greater growth rates 

than females) (Shiirasago-German, Perez-Lezama, Chavez, & Garcia-Morales, 2015). 

Occasionally, anomalous oceanic events happen and have considerable impact on 

the ecosystem and marine fauna survivability. In 2009 and 2013, two very significant 

anomalous events occurred that impacted the California coastline like no other.  In 2009, a 

warm water event occurred disrupting the typical CCS system, displaying the strongest 

negative upwelling in 40 years (Melin et al., 2010). This resulted in uncharacteristic warm 
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waters, the timing of which coincided with sea lion pupping. During this time lactating 

females travelled farther and deeper in search of prey. The resulting impact on the sea lion 

cohort for that year was a significant decline in reproduction success and pup survivability 

(Melin et al., 2010).  

In 2013, a very large patch of warm water appeared off the coast of Alaska 

eventually spreading south to Baja California, causing ecosystem impacts throughout the 

northeaster Pacific. This warm water patch, the North Pacific Marine Heat Wave 

(NPMHW; formerly termed “the Blob”) (Bond, Cronin, Freeland, & Mantua, 2015) and 

persisted from 2013 through 2015 causing widespread changes in the biological 

composition of the open ocean and coastal systems (Bond et al., 2015; Cavole et al., 2016). 

The NPMHW was attributed to strong positive anomalies in sea-level pressure caused by 

very resilient ridge of atmospheric high pressure that suppressed heat loss to the 

atmosphere resulting in sea surface temperatures 1-4°C higher than average (Cavole et al., 

2016). The persistent structure of the NPMHW weakened typical wind patterns increasing 

ocean thermal stratification and reducing nutrient fluxes from colder deeper waters (Figure 

3). The shifts in chemical and physical properties lead to a cascade of effects throughout 

the food web (Cavole et al., 2016). Included in this was a massive harmful algal bloom and 

mass stranding events of sea birds and marine mammals. Rescue centers were beyond 

capacity with starving young sea lions.  
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Figure 2. Thermocline shift with the influence of NPMHW. The compounding effects of 
ENSO and NPMHW sea temperature anomalies in 2015 affected water temperatures both 
at surface and at depth through the thermocline. The 1997-1998 graphic depicts the changes 
with only a strong ENSO event, whereas the 2015-2016 graphic is the combination of both 
a strong ENSO and the warm water event.  Of particular note is that the 1997-98 year 
demonstrates the typical ENSO warming primarily along the shoreline whereas in 2015-
2016 it was more widespread. (Image reproduced with permission, Jacox, Hazen, Zaba, 
Rudnick, Edwards, Moore, & Bograd (2016)) 

 

HISTORY OF HUMANS AND CALIFORNIA SEA LIONS  
Whereas changing environmental conditions present challenges to sea lion survival, 

a continued threat to sea lions has been, and continues to be, the threat of human impact. 

CSLs were historically exploited for their fur, oils and meat in the late 1800s, and whereas 

actual population and take numbers are not available, reports of concern of extermination 

due to indiscriminant and large takes were noted (Cass, V. 1985). With the implementation 

of the Marine Mammal Protection Act (MMPA) in 1972, this level of hunting was halted 

and their numbers have been steadily increasing from an estimated 50,000 to nearly 

340,000 between 1973 and 2014 (McClatchie et al., 2016).  Despite the MMPA, human 
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activity remains a threat to sea lion survival through direct conflicts such as by-catch, 

illegal hunting, and fishing interactions. In addition, human coastal development and 

recreation impinges on beach habitat, bringing disturbance from human presence and 

pollution from sewage, agricultural run off, roadways and other human activities. The 

resulting impacts for sea lions are reduced haulouts, increased exposure to pollutants and 

spread of disease as well as possible increase in animal habituation to human activities 

increasing the likelihood of conflict between humans and sea lions. Increases in boat traffic, 

both recreational and commercial, can introduce more pollutants, risk habituation of sea 

lions to humans, or worse, result in direct injury or death from boat strike and fishing gear 

entanglement.  

MARINE MAMMAL PROTECTION AND AID 
In response, the Marine Mammal Health and Stranding Response Program 

(MMHSRP) was formalized. This program, a national rescue network, is mandated by the 

MMPA, under the authority of the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS), an office 

within the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). A network of 

responders in all coastal states is permitted to respond to marine mammal strandings 

(NMFS, 2016). NMFS is responsible for the stewardship of marine resources and habitats, 

including sustainable fisheries, conservation of protected resources and ecosystems 

(NOAA, 2017). As part of stranding management, NMFS requires all rescuing agencies to 

report their strandings into a national database to allow tracking in time and space, as well 

as to study the causes, and numbers of stranding events. The network includes rescue and 

response coordination, permitting and oversight of rescue centers, investigations into 

mortality events, bio-monitoring, tissue and serum banking, as well as data collection and 

management (NMFS, MMHSRP, 2017). Local response is driven by numerous personal, 
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social, and scientific reasons, such as giving back to nature, humane animal treatment, 

public human health and safety, and further research into the status of the oceans. 

NOAA declares an UME when there is an unexpected stranding of a species that 

involves significant die-off and demands immediate response (NOAA, 2016).  One of the 

criteria for declaring a UME is an increase in magnitude of strandings or the mortality rate 

of a species, which could be represented by age class, frequency or another atypical 

occurrence (NOAA, 2016). In 2013, the UME was declared for CSL pups and yearlings in 

California. The UME resulted in the largest number of CSLs admitted into rescue centers 

ever recorded. The overwhelming number of animals entering into stranding care networks 

was unexpected and taxing on the system.  Whereas the cause is still officially “undecided”, 

it is speculated that the events were a result of the impact of the NPMHW and El Niño on 

the ocean ecosystem. Nearly 4000 animals stranded on California beaches, and because of 

rescue efforts, nearly 50% were rehabilitated and returned to the wild (NOAA, 2017).  

CSL population dynamics have been studied for over 30 years and despite 

fluctuations, the population growth rate remains positive at 7% (Laake, J. L., Lowry, M. 

S., Delong, R. L., Melin, S. R. and Carretta, J. V., 2018). The population in 2014 was 

estimated at 257,631 individuals, 40% above the maximum net productivity level but still 

within an estimated carrying capacity of 275,298 individuals (Laake, J., 2018). 
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CHAPTER 3: METHODS 

CALIFORNIA SEA LION STRANDING DATA 
To account for the number of sea lions stranded during our time frame and location, 

we requested CSL stranding data from the NMMSN database.  The data included all CSL 

strandings from 2006 to 2015 reported for the coast of California. As a requirement of 

permitting for rescue centers, all animal reports (date, location, species) must be entered 

into the database. The database includes all marine species responded to, however, our data 

set for this study was restricted to live or dead CSLs that met the following parameters:  

x Stranded between March and July each year, to confine the data to the timing of 

weaned sea lions leaving the rookeries and foraging, 

x Had lengths between 60-125 cm to include sea lions from approximately 9 to 13 

months old based on the standard length for yearling identification in the stranding 

networks thereby removing live neonates, dependent pups, juveniles, sub-adults, and 

adults. Records without length data were omitted. 

x Had accurate location data. This restriction eliminated 380 records with erroneous 

latitudinal and longitudinal data.  

We considered all CSLs within these boundaries to be malnutrition cases, as this is 

the most likely cause of stranding for this age class (Greig, Gulland, & Kreuder, 2005). 

These data represented the minimum number of animals of interest that stranded in any 

year recognizing that the ability to respond to stranded animals remains opportunistic. For 

example, strandings that occur more remotely may not be reported and those that die, out 

at sea or ashore, are not always recovered.  
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LOCATION DATA AND GIS MAPPING 
The completed data set was mapped in QGIS (QGIS, Development Team, 2009) to 

evaluate any spatial patterns of stranding, and to visualize strandings over time. When 

examining the latitudes and longitudes, we found that some were entered into the national 

database with inaccuracies and inconsistencies. The primary issue was the original data set 

had latitude and longitude entered in 2 different ways; decimal degrees and degrees minutes 

seconds. To convert the data to a shapefile for GIS, these values needed to be consistent. 

FME software by SafeSoftware processed the data set, (https://www.safe.com) to correct 

the latitude and longitudes. This software can be programed as requested by the user to 

identify problems with data, make corrections, and then run reports based on those 

corrections to create final, cleaned data sets. In this case, qualifiers were set to recognize 

incorrectly entered data formats and correct them. Then a run of qualifiers was created to 

convert necessary entries into decimal degrees. Any anomalous points were identified and 

either corrected or removed from the data set.  

During the mapping process, the stranding data were plotted by year and month, 

and reviewed. Any locations that appeared incorrect were investigated for validity and 

corrected, as needed. We compared the coordinate locations as they appeared on the map 

with the submitted location descriptions to determine if the locations were logical, (e.g. 

accidental entry of latitude values into the longitudinal values had sea lions stranding in 

Utah), these very obvious errors were corrected and reviewed again. Data were not 

corrected if the point remained in the approximate location along the coast (e.g. a reference 

point indicated a near shore location but we know that the location is approximately true if 

it were shifted to the shoreline as rescues do not occur on the ocean).  

https://www.safe.com/fme/key-capabilities/data-validation-and-qa/
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OCEANOGRAPHIC INDICES 
Using SST as a proxy for prey availability, we obtained the SST values from the 

NOAA National Data Buoy Center website. These data are comprised of the hourly 

oceanographic measurements collected year round from weather buoys stationed in the 

waters along the coast. After examining the locations of the majority of stranding events 

and the map of buoy deployments, the West Santa Barbara buoy and the Monterey Bay 

Buoy were chosen due to their proximity to stranding locations, sea lion rookeries, and sea 

lion foraging paths. Data used for the analysis were measurements from buoys numbered 

46054 West Santa Barbara (SB) and 46042 Monterey Bay (MB) for the years 2005 through 

2015. The SB buoy represents both the area where the females remain while lactating, as 

well as the area from which juvenile sea lions first leave the islands after weaning, and MB 

represents an area with a high stranding count and the northern end of foraging by nursing 

females. The range of years was chosen offset from the CSL stranding data to investigate 

potential lag time of the effect of the water temperatures the year prior to the animals 

heading off to forage during 2006-2015.  

DATA EXPLORATION 
As a precursor to the data analysis, some data exploration was completed to validate 

the model using Program R (R Core Team 2017). Histograms were plotted for SST for a 

selection of months through the years to determine normal vs. non-normal distributions, 

which indicates whether to use the mean or median monthly values for SST through the 

rest of the analysis.  A Shapiro-Wilkes test for normality was also run for the same set of 

values. Plotting and correlation tests were completed to determine if latitude was correlated 

with month of stranding, and should remain as a variable or omitted from the remainder of 
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the modelling.  The Pearson’s Correlation coefficient was determined for a subset of 

months to illustrate the different patterns observed.  

MODEL OF CSL STRANDING AND SST 
To test whether environmental variables could predict the number sea lions 

stranding, the statistical modelling Program R, was used to develop regression models that 

included year and month of stranding, and SST as independent variables and the number 

of stranded CSLs as the dependent variable. We created two temporal variables for SST to 

reflect lags in the response time of sea lions to the oceanographic changes. For the first 

model, the independent variable was the median SST for each month from March to July 

at time of stranding, to determine if one or both buoy temperatures were significant during 

the active year.  The second model had, as the independent variable, the median SST for 

each previous September, from each buoy, to use for stranding prediction modelling. 

September was chosen for management purposes, namely budgetary and resource 

allocation decisions, which generally take place through September and October for the 

following year.  
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CHAPTER 4 - RESULTS 

CALIFORNIA SEA LION STRANDING DATA 
CSL stranding occurs throughout the year. The original stranding data set from the 

National Data base for all CSL strandings from all age classes resulted in over 22,000 

animals that were reported during the 10-year period (Fig. 5). It is evident that stranding 

occurs in higher numbers in most years around March and carries through to July, with the 

exception of 2013 and 2015 where stranding started earlier due to the extreme anomaly of 

the El Niño and NPMHW compounding impact on the ecosystem. 

 
Figure 3. California sea lion strandings from all age classes by month from 2006-2015 as 
determined from the National Marine Mammal Stranding Network database. The X axis 
are the months of the year and the Y axis are the sea lion counts.  

Once the data were constrained to our requirements and cleaned using the FME 

process on the location data, we were left with 7543 unique stranding records for the study 

period of 2006-2016.  See appendix A for information on this and the flow chart of the 
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FME process. The next phase was separating the data into the months we are interested in, 

those being March through July, the times of greatest yearling stranding to examine how 

stranding was distributed through each year (Table 1, Figure 7).  

A more graphical representation of the total counts for this study (Fig 6) displays 

that the number of strandings each year can vary considerably; thus highlighting the 

differences in resources needed to respond to 100-200 animals versus 1000-1500 animals.  

 
Figure 4. Yearly totals for the data set of stranded yearling CSL from 2006-2016. The 
counts are for CSLs from approximately 9-13 months of age, based on age class standard 
length categories. The values are totals from March through July of each year. 
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Figure 5. Yearling California sea lion strandings within the months of interest from 2006-
2016.Including 2016 totals, despite being outside the study period, for reference purposes. 
These data will be used later when discussing the results of the prediction analysis.  

 

GIS MAPPING OF SEA LION STRANDING ON THE COAST OF CALIFORNIA 
To examine the stranding occurrences as they occurred over time and location, we 

mapped the stranding locations over the coast of California through the years and months. 

The map demonstrates the hot spots of stranding occurrences and the dominance of 2015 

animal counts (Figure 8). The points that appear further inland were truth checked and are 

animals that made their way up rivers and canals into more urban areas. The Channel 

Islands rookery, where the majority of California sea lion pups are born is the group of 

islands and visible on the map directly below the SB buoy. See Appendix B for each of the 

maps by year.  
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Figure 6. Map of California presenting the total number of yearling California sea lion 
strandings per year from 2006-2015. Each year in the legend is color coded to the animals 
stranding year and location. See Appendix B for the monthly break down. Some locations 
appear quite inland, these were checked and verified that the animals had traveled up river 
channels.  

In addition, using Program R, we constructed histograms of sea lion stranding 

months and the latitude to see if an observable trend of sea lion movement or hotspots 

along particular latitude became apparent.  
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Figure 7. Selection of histograms of California sea lion stranding by month 
(Y2015$Month) and latitudes (Y2015$Lat) for relatively normal (2008, 2012) and warmer 
SST years (2009, 2015). These demonstrate the movement of the yearling CSLs along the 
coast and where they predominantly strand.  

 

There is some spread over time and place indicated on these histograms, 

demonstrating that stranding occurs throughout the range, and throughout the 5-month 

period, see Appendix C for more results. The majority of the stranding occurred around 

34°N in latitude, roughly around where the Channel Islands Rookery is located. 2008 was 
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a relatively normal year for stranding response, and as expected, the later in the year the 

farther north the animals were observed. There were few animals stranding in the early 

months as they had reserves in the form of fat accumulation from ample nutrition provided 

by the mother. As they foraged, the juvenile sea lions travelled northward into colder, 

nutrient dense waters following the prey sources. If they are unable to sustain themselves, 

they stranded in the more northern latitudes of 37°N and 38°N. In 2009, a catastrophic 

stranding year, it was evident the animals continued to strand heavily throughout the range 

for the duration of the season. There was a similar trend in 2012 although not the drastic 

numbers of stranded animals. In 2015, the UME occurred and the pattern demonstrated 

that the young sea lions started to strand earlier in the year and not far from the rookeries 

around 34°N. 

OCEANOGRAPHIC INDICES 
The SST data collected from the buoys was first plotted in histograms to evaluate 

skewness of the data. Both MB and SB Buoys displayed non-normal distribution in yearly 

and monthly plots. The Shapiro-Wilkes test for normality was also run. Due to the non-

normal distribution, SST data were summarized using monthly median rather than mean 

values (Appendix C for these results).  

The SST medians were plotted for both MB and SB buoy data with a trend-line to 

provide a visual representation of the changes in SST over the years and to observe if an 

overall warming trend occurred, and the degree to which the hotter years were anomalous 

(Fig. 10). The sea lion stranding data and the SST data were summarized into sea lion 

counts per month per year and the median monthly temperatures for those same months 

and years from 2006 through 2015 (Figure 11). When SST and stranding data were plotted 
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together, there is a visual indication of the pattern of SST and CSL stranding, especially 

during the El Niño years. 

Figure 8. Sea surface median temperatures (SST) (°C) and trend lines from Monterey Bay 
(MB) and Santa Barbara (SB) buoys, 2006-2015. 
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Figure 9. Median monthly temperatures (°C) at the Santa Barbara buoy and sea lion 
stranding counts for 2006-2015, (SLS= Sea Lion Stranding numbers, SST=Sea Surface 
Temperature). Note: the stranding number peaks during the El Niño affected years, 2009, 
2013, and 2015. 

 

There were annual seasonal variations in the SST that occur on a regular basis, 

impacted by the numerous currents and large-scale oceanic processes around the CCS. 

Some years have spikes in the sea lion stranding, which, many times coincides with a spike 

in temperature, is not always the case (Figure 9).  

DATA EXPLORATION 
To determine if an interaction term between monthly stranding numbers and 

latitude should be included in the model, correlation tests were run in Program R. Pearson’s 

correlation coefficient was determined for each year and scatter plots were used to evaluate 

the data visually. Plots and Pearson’s results demonstrate that correlation existed between 
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monthly stranding and latitude in some years, therefore a latitude variable was not included 

in the modelling, see Appendix C. 

MODELLING CSL STRANDING AND SST 
Modelling was conducted to determine the influence of years, months, and median 

SSTs from each of the buoys on the sea lion stranding events (see appendix D for statistical 

analysis code and results tables). Because the numbers of sea lions stranding is count data, 

the generalized linear model (GLM) was first run using the Poisson regression in Program 

R, as Poisson are the most used and important discrete probability distributions for count 

data (Crawley, 2009). Poisson regressions assume that the variance equals the mean, even 

though this is rarely the case with ecological data (Zuur, Ieno, Walker, Saveliev, & Smith, 

2009). The resulting analysis demonstrated that the residual deviance was much larger than 

the degrees of freedom (residual deviance of 6060.7, df = 45), indicating overdispersion, 

or “extra, unexplained, variations in the response” (Crawley, 2009). A way to deal with 

overdispersion in count data is by using a Negative Binomial Regression (nb), (Crawley, 

2009), which was used for the remainder of the models.  

A negative binomial generalized linear model was completed using the monthly 

median SST for the same months, March – July, 2006-2015, as the CSL count data from 

both the MB buoy data and the SB buoy data with year as a factor. This was then compared 

via Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) testing for incidence and there was a significant effect 

for interaction of year in the model, F(2, 147)=46.99, p = 3.93e-07 and it remains as part 

of further analysis.  

Following this, regression and ANOVA analyses were completed to determine if 

there was a significant influence of month to include in the model. Year was treated as a 
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factor, and month was run as an integer and then as a factor. The results indicated that there 

was no significant effect for treatment F(1, 198)=6.321, p = 0.18,  and no significant 

interaction, F(1, 198)=1.467, p = 0.22,  and it was removed form the remaining analysis.   

Analysis of sea lion stranding counts and SST at the time of stranding was 

completed in a similar fashion. Results indicated that the SB buoy temperatures F(2, 

147)=2.711, p = 0.099, were non-significant whereas the MB Buoy sea surface temperature 

has a mild association with sea lion stranding F(2, 147)=4.88, p = 0.27.  

These results indicate that year and SST from the MB buoy at time of stranding 

explained some of the variability in monthly juvenile CSL stranding numbers.  

REGRESSION AND PREDICTION MODELS 
This study was not only aiming to look at the possible connection of SST to sea 

lion stranding but to see if there is a way to predict the likelihood and intensity of stranding 

as future projections for budgeting purposes in Rescue and Rehabilitation management. 

For this purpose, sea lion count data was again modelled using a negative binomial 

analysis, however, the buoy data from the prior September of the stranding year was 

matched with the yearly sea lion count. The resulting deviance was high (null deviance 

50.589 9df; Residual deviance 10.213 on 7df), but was not surprising knowing that the 

environment is highly variable.  The SB September median temperatures had a significant 

relationship to the CSL stranding events, b=-5.30223, t(9) =5.931, p<0.05. Further analysis 

completed with the likelihood ratio test using ANOVA for the influence of the MB data 

and the SB data. Results for the previous September indicate the SB buoy values are 

significant, whereas there was no significant effects from the MB buoy SST F(1, 

18)=0.032, df=7, p = 0858 on the sea lion stranding counts.  
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To attempt to make predictions on sea lion count numbers, a fitted regression 

analysis was completed using the SB buoy median monthly temperatures for the months 

of September prior to the year in question. This was done at a 95% confidence interval 

(Figure 10).  

Figure 10. Prediction model of West Santa Barbara buoy sea surface temperatures (Sbsept) 
(°C) and sea lion count (CSL counts). Solid line indicates trend line; gray area represents 
95% confidence limits. 

 

Odds ratios were completed to get a representation of the likely impact of SST on 

sea lion stranding based on the regression and ANOVA results. With an resulting odds 

ratio of 2.13 (SE = 1.11), the resulting sea lion stranding predictions would have an increase 

of 2.13 times for each increase in SST from the SB buoy based on values from the 

September previous. After tabulating the 2006-2015 predictions with the actual stranding 
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numbers, and the upper and lower confidence intervals, it is evident that the prediction 

model is moderately accurate (Table 2). Looking at these values graphically in Figure 11, 

it is easy to see the variability between the years and the predicted and actual numbers.  We 

applied the model to the SST from September 2015 to test if the model would predict a 

stranding count that reflected the true value for 2016 stranding data; values that were not 

included during the analysis. The value predicted for 2016 was off by over 25,000 animal 

counts of the actual stranding count indicating that the model may not function well for 

values outside of the model.  

 
Figure 11. Actual and Predicted Sea Lion Stranding counts vs Median September Sea 
Surface Temperatures from the Santa Barbara Buoy. The data in the x-axis are the 
temperature points from each year, and are not evenly distributed. This was intentional to 
provide a visual representation of the relationship between the actual and predicted sea lion 
stranding at different temperatures over time.  
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CHAPTER 5 – DISCUSSION 
The ocean is a complex system of relationships at large and small scales. Knowing 

this system is as complex as it is, makes the prediction of something seemingly small, as 

sea lion stranding on the California coast seem an impossible and an insurmountable 

challenge. However, for those human communities who work tirelessly year-round to learn 

more and assist in the care of the animals that strand, trying to discern some way to prepare 

for the cycles of stranding would be extremely beneficial for human and animal health.  

This project investigated the possibility of a link between changing ocean conditions and 

the likelihood of sea lion stranding as a management tool for resource planning.  

SEA LION STRANDING AND SEA SURFACE TEMPERATURE 

Mapping stranding. 
Using the number of yearling sea lion strandings over time and place throughout 

the 10 year study period, we were able to determine are there any temporal and spatial 

hotspots of sea lion stranding. Although CSLs can have a large range, many yearling and 

adult males will venture further north than the female counterparts who are more clsely 

tied to the rookeries for rearing their pups. Despite this we expected that mapping and 

graphing the sea lion strandings by month and year would show that as the year 

progresses, stranding occurrences would shift northward along the coastline. This 

expectation was based on the expectations that yearling CSLs would disperse as the 

animals search out food sources, especially during warmer water years when prey shifted.  

Movement was expected to result in a higher portion of stranding events at lower 

latitudes in the early months of April and May as the sea lions leave the rookery around 

34ON, then demonstrate a shift where more strandings occur in the northern part of the 

range and fewer in the south from June onward.  
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We found that from 2006-2015 the young sea lions did indeed move northward 

through their natural range but the dispersion was not as pronounced as expected. The 

majority of yearling CSLs remained in southern California closer to the rookeries on the 

Channel Islands. Only 2011 and 2014 exhibited more the dispersion that we were 

expecting, where later in the season there were very few if any strandings occurring in the 

southern areas. There were a few CSLs that moved northward early but the majority the 

strandings were southerly oriented, around 33°N around Santa Barbara Island. This may 

be due to the natural fidelity or possibly that the yearlings did not have the reserves to 

venture much farther.  

Mapping also demonstrated that hot spots occur but appear to be strongly aligned 

with human behavior. Higher counts of stranding reports happen in areas with sea lion 

access, easy access for humans from land, presence of people, and good cell phone 

coverage. This is reasonable, because stranding is an activity defined by humans and it is 

only by direct human interaction that there are stranding reports. Nonetheless, the mapping 

displayed that areas with reliable human and rescue response access have the vast majority 

of stranding reports and occurred mainly from Santa Monica south, through Huntington 

Beach, San Clement and Oceanside. This is reasonable because these beaches are in closest 

proximity to the rookeries of the Channel Islands. Once north of Point Conception the next 

hotspot is Monterey Bay. The beaches between are remote, rugged, or fairly inaccessible 

to people. Places like Vandenberg Airforce base near Point Conception, has no public or 

rescue organization access. Stretches along the Big Sur coast have high cliffs and difficult 

terrain that makes human access from land treacherous and therefore has a marked absence 

of stranding reports. The northern coast of California from San Francisco onward sees the 
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least amount of strandings of this age class. This may be due to a few proportion of sea 

lions in this age class travel that far north and possibly the level of public access to these 

areas limits human observation and reporting. Because the proportions of strandings 

reported are variable along the coast we cannot identify hotspots in terms of sea lion risk 

but we have identified areas where more response effort or resources may be required.  

Yearling CSL stranding was expected to occur at close to the same rate and 

frequency each year, with the expectation of peaks in April then tapering off for the 

remaining months. From 2006-2016 the timing of stranding reports for young sea lions 

peaked most often in April (2006, 2012, 2014), with May (2007, 2010, 2011) and March 

(2013, 2015, 2016) the next most frequent. June had two years with the peaks in 2008 and 

2009.  In addition, March 2015 had the highest number of stranding animals in one month 

(748) in the ten-year period. Interestingly, the three years that peaked earliest, in the month 

of March, (2013, 2015, 2016), had the highest SSTs for the SB buoy for the September 

previous.  

The ecosystem level effects of warmer SST, and in particular El Niño events, on 

storm intensity, prey dispersion, and fisheries interaction and those impacts on pinniped 

species survival have been well documented (Delong et al., 1991; Melin et al., 2000; 

Keledjian and Mesnick, 2013; Delong et al., 2017). In our study, the timing of El Niño 

influenced years did result in higher stranding numbers, which was further augmented by 

warmest temperatures and highest stranding levels once NPMHW was included, 

particularly in 2015. In 2009, the majority of strandings happened in June with a slightly 

lesser amount in July. In 2013, strandings occurred in greater numbers earlier in the season, 

and did not quite disperse through the season like they did in 2009. The SST difference 
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between the two years was a difference of a degree, from 11.2°Cto 12.4°C in March and 

by September they were nearly the same at 15.3°C to 15.7°C. Then as El Niño and 

NPMHW collided and spilled across the northeastern Pacific, 2015 had the highest median 

SST recorded in the ten-year window with a median temperature of 20.8°C in September. 

The stranding counts in 2015 were the highest on record at 748 yearling sea lions, stranding 

in March in the more southern areas in the range, and by July the numbers fell to 21 

animals. The majority of strandings happened between the southern and central coast. 

ENSO cycles are not always of the same duration, timing, or intensity and it is possible 

that the incongruence of stranding timings through the ENSO years may reflect that.  

Modelling stranding.  
If it were possible, to predict CSL stranding it would be beneficial for rescue and 

rehabilitation networks to prepare for the patient load. To answer this, we examined if there 

a correlation between sea surface temperature (SST) and the occurrence of sea lion 

strandings on the coast of California between the years of 2006 through 2015, both at time 

of stranding and the September previous. Based on the findings of this research, under the 

parameters determined for the data, there is evidence that SST influences yearling CSL 

strandings and a model for prediction might be possible. The influence of the SST from the 

MB buoy was more significant during the same season as stranding, and the SST acquired 

from the SB buoy were more predictive for the following year. The MB buoy information 

may provide as useful data at the time of stranding as a way of monitoring the current 

situation, perhaps due to its location in the yearling sea lion dispersion from the rookeries.  

Using a negative binomial regression and application of predictive modelling, we 

applied the SB median September SST to predict the possible following year stranding 
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counts.  Many of the predicted values were not similar to the actual counts, and half of the 

values were not within the 95% confidence interval. This can likely be attributed to many 

of the challenges the weaned CSLs face including, pup production by year, how the 

different animals disperse from their different native rookeries, when the timing of weaning 

occurred, or that some young of the year may not make it and die at sea from disease or 

predation. Also, once the SST values were outside the ranged of temperatures used to 

develop the model, the model was unable to predict the number of strandings. For example, 

the temperature observed in September 2015 (20.8°C) was an outlier compared to the 

previous ten years of buoy data, which translated to an excessively large number of 

predicted strandings for 2016. That value did not hold true and 2016 saw an actual number 

of 858 strandings. Understandably, there are multiple external variables at play, with the 

most significant being population dynamics, such as the possible impact of repeated years 

of poor prey availability on sea lion reproduction and survivability that this model does not 

account for. Further, this highlights how unprecedented the ocean conditions were in 2015, 

with a median monthly SST in September that exceeded the previous ten Septembers by 

3°C.  

However, our prediction model had some encouraging results to aid rescue 

networks with planning. The greatest difference between actual and predicted values was 

in 2015 with an over prediction of almost 850 animals.  When looking at the data from a 

management perspective, the predicted value of 2369 animals in 2015 was a far better value 

for planning for the 1526 animal responses, as compared to previous years with stranding 

values of fewer animals (e.g. 847 in 2014, and 993 in 2013. The predicted value of 763 

animals in 2009 is extremely below the actual number of 1200 that occurred, however, the 
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previous year had only 304 animals entering rescue organizations, and if a similar count 

was expected, as it was, then 1200 animals would have, and did impact the system. If they 

had been able to prepare for even almost 800 animals, the increase from that to 1200 could 

have been much easier to manage than from an expected 200 but receiving 1200. This type 

of information may have helped planners allocate possibly three times as much funding or 

personnel resource for rescue and rehabilitation, triage management, or possible rescue cut 

offs. Additionally, budgets and preparations could be made based on the upper and lower 

confidence intervals and contingencies arranged in advance for various cutoffs or triggers 

based on the predicted numbers. 

As history has shown, El Niño years have become synonymous with a large patient 

load at rescue centers. A similar story happened again in the 2013-2015 years with El Niño 

and NPMHW occurrences. Actual number counts from 2012 increased by 726, jumping 

from 267 animals in 2012 to 993 in 2013. In this set of years, the model findings reflected 

a similar expected increase although not as drastic as what was actually occurring. For 

these years, the model under-predicted for both 2013 and 2014 (-170 and -283, 

respectively), but still provided a good guide for planning purposes. It indicated an increase 

in animals from an actual count of 267 in 2012 and a predicted value of 823 for 2013, when 

in fact 2013 resulted in an actual stranding value of 993 animals in rescue centers, this 

difference could have had a significant change in resource management.  

From 2006 to 2015, there were four years that are neither El Niño influenced, nor 

UME years, that could be considered “healthy” or “normal” for both SST and numbers of 

animals standing; 2006, 2007, 2011, and 2012. During these relatively normal seasons, the 

model over predicted animal count with a difference ranging from 2 to 131 additional 
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animals. Interestingly, the 2011 SST median was 13.6oC, and had the lowest difference, 

with the predicted value only 2 animals over the actual. The year 2011, was also a year of 

population rebound with an increase in birthrates just over average, (Laake et al., 2018; 

Figure 6).  

Not surprisingly, there were two years that had the same September median 

temperature for the year previous, for which the model predicted the same value of sea lion 

stranding. In these cases, the model responded well from a planning perspective. In 2006 

and 2008, the SST was 14.5°C and the predicted stranded sea lion count was 228. This 

predicted value was overestimated by 118 animals in 2006, whereas 2008 numbers were 

underestimated by 76 animals. Both of these differences are relatively small, and so the 

prediction model would remain informative for resource planning.  

The modelling in this report is a fairly simple approach to try and predict future 

possibilities from a single variable; understandably, some of the results will not align.  

The model itself is limited in the ability to predict outside of the data range analyzed for 

the development of the model; this limitation was illustrated by a large SST anomaly in 

2015 skewing the 2016 prediction to exceptionally high values. The predicted value of 

sea lion stranding counts for 2016 was 26,518 animals, which is a function of 

extrapolating an exponential curve beyond the range of experimental data. The actual 

stranding number of yearling sea lions for that year was 858. The graph of the predictions 

demonstrates an almost exponential relationship of SST and sea lion stranding when in 

fact that may only be applicable for lower temperatures. It is reasonable that the 

predictions would be unreliable, as water temperatures increased greater than previously 

observed.  However, 858 animals is still a substantial number to respond to, and much 
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greater than in the “healthy” years.  

There could be multiple confounding reasons for this difference such as after 

three years of changing prey availability, adult females may have skipped a pupping year, 

or in our analysis, we could have a temporal mismatch between our predictor and 

response variables. A model integrating SST over different time periods might be more 

responsive. In the 3-year period prior to 2016, the model did align well with the El Niño 

– NPMHW phenomenon and predict close to the actual number of animals that stranded, 

with 2011 having the closest relationship of the entire series and a difference of two 

animals between actual and predicted.  Perhaps it may be that the model requires 

adjustment after multiple years of high juvenile mortality. Including population values 

into the model may create a more flexible system that would allow for adjustments on 

boom or bust years, leading to results that are more accurate. The modelling done in this 

study is a very simple exploration into a complex phenomenon, it is evident by the 

overdispersion demonstrated in many of the models and the resulting predictions that 

other factors caused some of the observed variability. The relationship between SST and 

animal behavior response, in birth rates and survivability, the ocean environment may not 

be a simple linear one or the only factor acting on these animals (Laake et al. 2018) and 

the model may ne to be adjusted to reflect this. , the impact from these large scale 

phenomenon can provide insight to the potential impacts of climate change and warming 

waters on CSL population and behavior dynamics (Laake et al. 2018).  

RESOURCE RESILIENCY 
Increased accuracy of this type of investigation is important for stranding networks 

to plan for funding resiliency and resource allocation especially as environmental 
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conditions change. Resources are not restricted to the financial costs of employing people 

and paying for equipment and supplies, but also need to include support for the emotional 

and physical needs of the people caring for, researching, and tracking these events. With 

every UME hundreds of people from government agency staff, to rescue center staff and 

volunteers suffer burnout from the stresses of extensive hours, physical and mental 

exhaustion, and the emotional turmoil of caring for so many sick animals.  The 2015 UME 

brought about counseling sessions for compassion fatigue at The Marine Mammal Center 

and other organizations, an expense not anticipated in typical yearly financial planning. 

Burnout cost many organizations skilled and valuable employees, a risk that a more 

resilient resource allocation could have reduced.   

Having a prediction system can also help with improved data management. 

Governmental agency staff who respond to, support and track the marine mammal 

strandings would benefit from financial support in times of crises to reinforce the work 

force ensuring sufficient data management coverage. Too often resource allocation to data 

management is underfunded. In the case for this study, the National Database was in the 

midst of a quality control review session to correct for multiple incorrect data entries during 

these UME events (J. Greenman, personal communication, April 2017). The need for good 

data for scientific research is essential and the people collecting and managing these data 

are vitally necessary during large scale stranding. If there is a way to predict these events, 

this often-overlooked area of need could be better prepared as well.  

FUTURE WORK AND STRANDING PREDICTION 
This initial analysis of the relationship of SST and sea lion stranding had some 

promising results from a management perspective, a more robust model that can withstand 
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the dramatic shifts that are occurring in the ocean environment. Additional research and 

incorporation of sea lion distribution, movement patterns, and population dynamics from 

all the Channel Islands would be beneficial for the model.  The linkage between SST and 

sea lion strandings is convoluted and compounded with numerous influencing variables, 

which, if incorporated into the analysis, may identify tipping points that trigger increased 

stranding events.  Including population counts from pupping seasons or stranding as a 

proportion of sea lion abundance (Keledjian and Mesnick, 2013), may help to reduce the 

disparity we encountered after multiple years of poor survivability counts.  

Using fisheries abundance data that focuses on important species for a CSL diet 

and the availably of those species may be more appropriate than using SST values as a 

proxy for prey availability. The timing would require that these data be collected at time 

points that are meaningful for sea lion life history. We know that changes in oceanographic 

conditions, such as El Niño will temporarily reduce availability of prey to nursing females 

and juveniles, and if nursing females have difficulty provisioning for their pups, the 

juveniles for the following season will be underweight and have a lower survivability 

(Delong et al., 2017). Sea lion population trends, prey or catch data, or other environmental 

variables (Laake, 2017) could improve our prediction model.   

Exploring the change in conditions that is brought on by ENSO and other 

oceanographic conditions could provide another piece of the puzzle to sea lion behaviors. 

Research on fisheries interactions by sea lions demonstrated an increase in interactions 

with fishing gear, especially by juveniles during El Niño years (Keledjian and Mesnick, 

2013).  Completing a cursory exploration of lag times, ENSO conditions, and pup weaning, 

Keledjian and Mesnick (2013) observed that during the onset of a weak El Niño the 
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fisheries interactions from yearling sea lions would increase. This would occur even more 

so than a stronger El Niño during winter months; possibly suggesting that the timing of 

ENSO cycle and its interplay with weaning periods could have a greater influence than the 

actual temperatures, relating to yearling CSL. For this study we examined the relationship 

of the September median SST to CSL stranding because it related to fiscal budgetary 

planning schedules, perhaps there is a different temporal window through which analysis 

could be run that would still benefit both management and scientific discovery. 
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CHAPTER 6- CONCLUSION 
This study, a foundational integrated analysis to examine sea lion stranding data 

from a rescue resource planning perspective, provides a way for response networks to 

forecast need and build resiliency into their financial planning (e.g. a “rainy day fund”, or 

triggers for adding temporary employees). Few projects are researching the impact 

weanlings have on the entire coast after they leave the rookeries and even less have 

examined the impact they have on the rescue network. This age group is particularly 

susceptible to changes in the ocean environment and prey availability as they are still 

learning to forage for themselves (Greig et al, 2005). Each year rescue centers take in many 

of these young sea lions, with the highest from our study being 1500 in 2015, which 

represents only the animal centers were able to respond to and access for rescue. To 

evaluate patterns of juvenile sea lion stranding, we examined data collected from the 

national stranding database March to July in the years from 2006 to 2015. Mapping these 

strandings demonstrated the temporal and spatial patterns of sea lion stranding along the 

coast of California, showing that the vast majority of juvenile strandings were happening 

first in the Santa Barbara Bay, the area closest to sea lion rookeries.  

The 2006-2015 model provided reasonable predictions for the majority of stranding 

values as compared to actual and allowed a positive observational tool for theorizing 

response planning. It is a simple model that examines only one of multitudes of possible 

variables and therein is its weakness. The model failed to accurately predict the 2016 sea 

lion stranding numbers and was off by over 25,000 animals. However, this is likely due to 

the SST in September 2015 was an outlier of the previous decade of data; the model might 

have performed better with a July-September median, or a time frame that could have 

dampened the impact of this anomaly on the prediction. Multiple years of high stranding 
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counts and high pup mortality, resulted in the population missing or near missing entire 

cohorts of sea lion pups which the model, as is, could not account for.  

This first look at the possibility of a prediction model had a moderate level of 

success, a more complex model that takes into account the population dynamics and 

possibly other timeline windows may have a more reliable result. However, from this 

cursory study, the values that were calculated could be used as a guide for planning 

purposes. Knowing to plan for the difference between a couple of hundred animals versus 

a couple thousand will be greatly beneficial for the rescue and rehabilitation community, 

and their ability to care for both the animals and the people working hard to save them.  
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Table 1.  

Sea Lion Stranding Count Distribution data set for years 2006-2016 

Month and Year Total Month and Year Total Month and Year Total 

2006 110 2010 992 2014 847 

MAR 18 MAR 68 MAR 154 

APR 35 APR 180 APR 366 

MAY 23 MAY 394 MAY 243 

JUN 22 JUN 268 JUN 52 

JUL 12 JUL 82 JUL 32 

2007 256 2011 114 2015 1526 

MAR 15 MAR 11 MAR 748 

APR 36 APR 13 APR 376 

MAY 108 MAY 37 MAY 281 

JUN 58 JUN 33 JUN 100 

JUL 39 JUL 20 JUL 21 

2008 304 2012 267 2016 858 

MAR 10 MAR 43 MAR 415 

APR 28 APR 78 APR 271 

MAY 101 MAY 58 MAY 120 

JUN 116 JUN 45 JUN 42 

JUL 49 JUL 43 JUL 10 

2009 1276 2013 993   

MAR 37 MAR 605   

APR 61 APR 229 Grand Total 7543 

MAY 260 MAY 103   

JUN 538 JUN 40   

JUL 380 JUL 16   
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. 

Table 2.  

Prediction values for CSL stranding (with 95% confidence intervals) compared to 
actual stranding data. Value in red is predicted CSL stranding when model is applied 
to 2016 stranding data as a test in the model. 

Year West Santa 
Barbara 
Buoy SST 
median Sept 
temperature 
(Co) from 
year 
previous 

Actual 
CSL 
Stranding 
Count 

Predicted 
CSL 
stranding 
count 
using 
2006-
2015 
model  

95% 
Lower 
confidence 
interval 

95% 
Upper 
confidence 
interval 

Difference 
between 
prediction 
to actual 
counts 

2006 14.5 110 228 154 302 118 

2007 15.2 256 387 290 484 131 

2008 14.5 304 228 154 302 -76 

2009 16.1 1276 763 560 967 -513 

2010 16.8 992 1295 833 1757 303 

2011 13.6 114 116 61 171 2 

2012 15.1 267 359 267 451 92 

2013 16.2 993 823 596 1051 -170 

2014 15.7 847 564 428 701 -283 

2015 17.6 1526 2369 1194 3543 843 

2016 20.8 858 26,518 0 56,649 25,723 
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APPENDIX A.   

The FME Software Process for Data Cleaning 
 

Flow chart diagram of the Safesoftware FME data management software process to “clean” 

the latitude and longitude data errors in the sea lion stranding data. This package allows 

the user to set parameters and permutations to quickly sort and manage data issues.  

For our data we identified where there were input errors by the look of the data and 

then created formulas to correct the errors. Errors primarily were data input as degrees. 

minutes. seconds (DMS) that needed correction to decimal degrees. Many cases had DMS 

entered in a variety of different ways so the program identified all the different 

permutations and then applied the corrective calculations. Data that was not recognizable 

through the process was collected into the “unclean” file, bottom right in the diagram, and 

consisted of 389 individual records from an original set of 7932 records.  
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Figure A1 Flow chart diagram of the Safesoftware FME data management software process 
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APPENDIX B   
 

Maps of Yearling Sea Lion Stranding on the Coast of California, 2006-2015. Each map 

has the strandings for the year in a monthly breakdown.  
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APPENDIX B    

Data Exploration; Histograms, Scatter Plots, and Shapiro Wilkes Testing Methods 
 

 

Figure C1. Relationship of Sea Lion Stranding and Month from 2006-2015 
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Scatter plot correlation testing for Sea lion stranding and latitude for 2006 through 
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Creating histograms demonstrated the data is skewed and not normally distributed.  Testing 

was also completed to confirm distribution with the Shapiro-Wilkes test and the tabled 

results below support the histogram findings. 
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Table C1.  

Shapiro-Wilk normality test Select results of the Shapiro Wilkes normality testing for 
Santa Barbara buoy values (SB) and Monterey Bay buoy values (MB). All p values are 
less than 0.05 demonstrating that the data are not normally distributed.   

MB2006 MB2007 MB2008 MB2009 MB2010 

data:   

subset(WTMP, 
Month == 9)  

W = 0.92877,  

p-value = 1.263e-
15 

data: 

subset(WTMP,Mo
nth == 9)  

W = 0.95408,  

p-value = 3.869e-
14 

data: 

subset(WTMP,Mo
nth==9)  

W = 0.98934, 

p-value = 5.903e-
05 

data: 

subset(WTMP,Mo
nth== 9) 

W = 0.98392,  

p-value = 4.14e-07 

data: 

subset(WTMP,Mo
nth==9)  

W = 0.96698,  

p-value = 1.143e-
11 

data:  
subset(WTMP, 
Month == 7)  

W = 0.85863, p-
value < 2.2e-16  

data:  
subset(WTMP, 
Month == 7)  

W = 0.95778, p-
value = 1.023e-13 

data:  
subset(WTMP, 
Month == 7)  

W = 0.92978, p-
value < 2.2e-16 

data:  
subset(WTMP, 
Month == 7)  

W = 0.97642, p-
value = 1.439e-09 

data:  
subset(WTMP, 
Month == 7)  

W = 0.90292, p-
value < 2.2e-16 

data:  
subset(WTMP, 
Month == 5)  

W = 0.98563, p-
value = 2.715e-05 

data:  
subset(WTMP, 
Month == 5)  

W = 0.89887, p-
value < 2.2e-16 

data:  
subset(WTMP, 
Month == 5)  

W = 0.82783, p-
value < 2.2e-16 

data:  
subset(WTMP, 
Month == 5) 

W = 0.95576, p-
value = 3.698e-14 

data:  
subset(WTMP, 
Month == 5)  

W = 0.96024, p-
value = 2.809e-13 

SB2006 SB2007 SB2008 SB2009 SB2010 

data:  
subset(WTMP, 
Month == 9)  

W = 0.92877, p-
value = 1.263e-15 

data:  
subset(WTMP, 
Month == 9)  

W = 0.95546, p-
value = 2.288e-10 

data:  
subset(WTMP, 
Month == 9)  

W = 0.97503, p-
value = 2.427e-09 

data:  
subset(WTMP, 
Month == 9)  

W = 0.99193, p-
value = 0.0005849 

data:  
subset(WTMP, 
Month == 9)  

W = 0.89054, p-
value < 2.2e-16 

data:  
subset(WTMP, 
Month == 7)  

W = 0.85863, p-
value < 2.2e-16 

data:  
subset(WTMP, 
Month == 7)  

W = 0.94032, p-
value = 6.225e-14 

data:  
subset(WTMP, 
Month == 7)  

W = 0.97046, p-
value = 7.68e-10 

data:  
subset(WTMP, 
Month == 7)  

W = 0.98171, p-
value = 5.087e-08 

data:  
subset(WTMP, 
Month == 7)  

W = 0.97159, p-
value = 7.732e-11 

data:  
subset(WTMP, 
Month == 5)  

W = 0.98563, p-
value = 2.715e-05 

data:  
subset(WTMP, 
Month == 5)  

W = 0.98068, p-
value = 4.441e-07 

data:  
subset(WTMP, 
Month == 5)  

W = 0.98476, p-
value = 4.188e-05 

data:  
subset(WTMP, 
Month == 5)  

W = 0.95371, p-
value = 1.81e-09 

data:  
subset(WTMP, 
Month == 5)  

W = 0.96001, p-
value = 2.411e-13 
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Table C2. 

 Pearson’s Correlation Results for each Year testing the relationship between month of 
CSL stranding and latitude along the coastline 

2006 2010 2014 

data: Y2006$Lat and 
Y2006$Month 

data:  Y2010$Lat and 
Y2010$Month 

data:  Y2014$Lat and 
Y2014$Month 

t = 2.7628, df = 108, p-
value = 0.006738 

t = 8.8242, df = 990, p-
value < 2.2e-16 

t = 5.5026, df = 845, p-value 
= 4.963e-08 

alternative hypothesis: 
true correlation is not 
equal to 0 

alternative hypothesis: true 
correlation is not equal to 0 

alternative hypothesis: true 
correlation is not equal to 0 

95 percent confidence 
interval: 0.07320828 
0.42378222 

95 percent confidence 
interval: 0.2113410 
0.3267819 

95 percent confidence 
interval: 0.1201344 
0.2502194 

sample estimates cor  
0.2569279: 

sample estimates: cor 
0.2700316 

sample estimates: cor 
0.1859918 

2007 2011 2015 

data:  Y2007$Lat and 
Y2007$Month 

data:  Y2011$Lat and 
Y2011$Month 

data:  Y2015$Lat and 
Y2015$Month 

t = 3.2249, df = 254, p-
value = 0.001425 

t = 4.0898, df = 112, p-
value = 8.162e-05 

t = 0.53196, df = 1524, p-
value = 0.5948 

alternative hypothesis: 
true correlation is not 
equal to 0 

alternative hypothesis: true 
correlation is not equal to 0 

alternative hypothesis: true 
correlation is not equal to 0 

95 percent confidence 
interval: 0.07761323 
0.31331172 

95 percent confidence 
interval: 0.1890872 
0.5105353 

95 percent confidence 
interval: -0.03658004  
0.06376196 

sample estimates: cor 
0.198328 

sample estimates: cor 
0.3604664 

sample estimates cor 
0.01362526: 

2008 2012  

data:  Y2008$Lat and 
Y2008$Month 

data:  Y2012$Lat and 
Y2012$Month 
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t = 4.5438, df = 302, p-
value = 8e-06 

t = 5.3005, df = 265, p-
value = 2.434e-07 

 

alternative hypothesis: 
true correlation is not 
equal to 0 

alternative hypothesis: true 
correlation is not equal to 0 

 

95 percent confidence 
interval: 0.1445832 
0.3553419 

95 percent confidence 
interval: 0.1968819 
0.4142589 

 

sample estimates: cor 
0.2529612 

sample estimates: cor 
0.3096101 

 

2009 2013  

data:  Y2009$Lat and 
Y2009$Month 

data:  Y2013$Lat and 
Y2013$Month 

 

t = 14.05, df = 1274, p-
value < 2.2e-16 

t = 6.7273, df = 991, p-
value = 2.918e-11 

 

alternative hypothesis: 
true correlation is not 
equal to 0 

alternative hypothesis: true 
correlation is not equal to 0 

 

95 percent confidence 
interval: 0.3177918 
0.4128609 

95 percent confidence 
interval: 0.1487024 
0.2677112 

 

sample estimates: cor 
0.3662818 

sample estimates: cor 
0.2089804 
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APPENDIX D 
 

Statistical Analysis and Modelling 
 
All statistical data modelling and exploration was executed using the R analysis program. 

The following is an outline of the final code used in data analysis for the predictive 

modelling. This set of data “lagdata0615” is a summary of the sea lion counts after the 

cleaning and sorting process. It also included the mean monthly sea surface temperatures 

from both the MB and SB buoys from the months of September. These were offset so that 

SST was associated with the following years sea lion stranding counts.  

#SAME YEAR AS STRANDING 
# done on "CSL SST pivot summary 2006-2015"  
MCSL<- read.csv(file.choose(), header=T) 
str(MCSL) 
'data.frame': 50 obs. of  6 variables: 
 $ year    : int  2006 2006 2006 2006 2006 2007 2007 2007 2007 2007 ... 
 $ month   : Factor w/ 5 levels "APR","JUL","JUN",..: 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 ... 
 $ CSLcount: int  35 12 22 18 23 36 39 58 15 108 ... 
 $ nmonth  : int  4 7 6 3 5 4 7 6 3 5 ... 
 $ MedianMB: num  13 14.1 13.8 12.2 13.1 11 14.6 12.3 11.8 11.6 ... 
 $ MedianSB: num  12.1 14.1 13.7 11.7 13.3 11.8 14.1 12.6 12.1 11.7 ... 
 
# to test whether there are differences between years:   
mnb1=glm.nb(CSLcount~factor(year)+MedianMB+MedianSB,data=MCSL) 
mnb2=glm.nb(CSLcount~MedianMB+MedianSB,data=MCSL) 
anova(mnb1,mnb2,test="Chisq") 
# highly significant effect of year 
#---------------------------------------------------------- 
#to test whether there is a linear increase over years, include year as a number instead of 
factor:   
mnb1=glm.nb(CSLcount~year+MedianMB+MedianSB,data=MCSL) 
mnb2=glm.nb(CSLcount~MedianMB+MedianSB,data=MCSL) 
anova(mnb1,mnb2,test="Chisq") 
# so there is a significant linear increase over time  (probably because the population size 
has been increasing) 
#------------------------------------------------------ 
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# to test whether there is a significant difference between months that should be included 
in the model:   
mnb1=glm.nb(CSLcount~factor(year)+nmonth,data=MCSL) 
mnb2=glm.nb(CSLcount~factor(year),data=MCSL) 
mnb3=glm.nb(CSLcount~factor(year)+factor(nmonth),data=MCSL) 
anova(mnb1,mnb2,test="Chisq") 
anova(mnb2,mnb3,test="Chisq") 
# no significant effect of month, so this can be left out of the model 
#-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
# to continue, test models that include year as a factor, which means that annual variation 
is accounted for.   
mnb0=glm.nb(CSLcount~factor(year)+MedianMB+MedianSB,data=MCSL)#i just 
wanted to see what happened with this  
mnb1=glm.nb(CSLcount~factor(year)+MedianMB,data=MCSL) 
summary(mnb1) 
mnb2=glm.nb(CSLcount~factor(year),data=MCSL) 
summary(mnb2) 
mnb3=glm.nb(CSLcount~factor(year)+MedianSB,data=MCSL) 
summary(mnb3) 
 
anova(mnb1,mnb2,test="Chisq") 
# significant effect of MedianMB SST at the time of stranding 
#-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
mnb3=glm.nb(CSLcount~factor(year)+MedianSB,data=MCSL) 
anova(mnb3,mnb2,test="Chisq") 
# no significant effect of MedianSB, although there may be some signal that is just not 
picked up because of the small sample size. 
#-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
# PREDICTION.  
library(MASS) 
install.packages("ggplot2") 
library(ggplot2) 
lagdata06_15 <- read.csv(file.choose(), header=T) 
str(lagdata06_15) 
'data.frame': 10 obs. of  5 variables: 
 $ year    : num  2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 ... 
 $ CSLcount: num  110 256 304 1276 992 ... 
 $ Mbsept  : num  15 14.9 14.7 15.4 13.7 13.7 14.3 14.4 15.3 17.5 
 $ Sbsept  : num  14.5 15.2 14.5 16.1 16.8 13.6 15.1 16.2 15.7 17.6 
 $ repyr   : num  2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 .. 
 
# to test whether Mbsept has a significant effect: 
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glm1=glm.nb(CSLcount~Mbsept+Sbsept,data=lagdata06_15) 
glm2=glm.nb(CSLcount~Sbsept,data=lagdata06_15) 
 
# likelihood ratio test: 
anova(glm1,glm2,test="Chisq") 
 
# to test whether there are differences between years: needed to remove the factor  
mnb1=glm.nb(CSLcount~year+Mbsept+Sbsept,data=lagdata06_15) 
mnb2=glm.nb(CSLcount~Mbsept+Sbsept,data=lagdata06_15) 
anova(mnb1,mnb2,test="Chisq") 
#-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
# prediction analysis, creating the predications and the graph 
pred.x=data.frame(Sbsept=seq(13,18,0.1)) 
pred.probs=predict(glm2,newdata = pred.x,type = "response",se.fit=T) 
 
pred.xy=cbind(pred.x,pred.probs=pred.probs$fit,lwr=pred.probs$fit-
(1.96*pred.probs$se.fit),upr=pred.probs$fit+(1.96*pred.probs$se.fit)) 
pred.xy$lwr[which(pred.xy$lwr<0)]=0 
 
ggplot(pred.xy,aes(x=Sbsept,y=pred.probs)) + 
          geom_line()+ 
          #geom_point(col="black") + 
          geom_point(data=lagdata06_15,aes(x=Sbsept,y=CSLcount)) + 
          ggtitle("CSL counts vs Sbsept") + 
          xlab("Sbsept") + 
          ylab("CSL counts") + 
          geom_ribbon(aes(ymin=lwr,ymax=upr),alpha=0.2,fill="black") + 
          theme_bw() 
exp(summary(glm2)$coefficients) 
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Results for the ANOVA testing. Each table header has the code outlined with the 

resulting table below. The median SST for each buoy (MedianMB for Monterey Bay buoy, 

MedianSB for West Santa Barbara buoy) and each month of the study period (nmonth, 

March to July) for each year 2006-2015, were tested against each other for significance of 

influence on the CSL stranding counts from the month and year (CSLcount).  

mnb1=glm.nb(CSLcount~factor(year)+MedianMB+MedianSB,data=MCSL3) 

mnb2=glm.nb(CSLcount~MedianMB+MedianSB,data=MCSL3) 

anova(mnb1,mnb2,test="Chisq") 

Table D1. 

ANOVA table testing influence of year in the model, Response: CSLcount 

Model  theta Resid. df 2 x log-lik. 

MedianMB+ MedianSB 0.9196108    47  -586.055  

factor(year) + MedianMB + 
MedianSB 

2 2.0067315 38 -539.0619  

Test df LR stat Pr(Chi) 

    

1 vs 2 9 46.99406 3.93467e-07 

Note: year is significant to CScount and remained in the analysis, p<0.05 level 
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mnb1=glm.nb(CSLcount~factor(year)+nmonth,data=MCSL) 

mnb2=glm.nb(CSLcount~factor(year),data=MCSL) 

mnb3=glm.nb(CSLcount~factor(year)+factor(nmonth),data=MCSL) 

anova(mnb1,mnb2,test="Chisq") 

Table D2. 

ANOVA table testing influence of month in the models mnb1 and mnb2. Response: CSLcount 

Model  theta Resid. df 2 x log-lik. 

factor(year) 1.833344 40        -544.1019 

factor(year) + nmonth 1.883569 39 -542.6347 

Test df LR stat Pr(Chi) 

1 vs 2 1 1.467113 0.2258017 

Note: month is not significant on CScount and was removed from future analysis 

 

anova(mnb2,mnb3,test="Chisq") 

Table D3. 

ANOVA table testing influence of month in the models mnb2 and mnb3. Response: CSLcount 

Model  theta Resid. df 2 x log-lik. 

factor(year) 1.833344 40        -544.1019 

factor(year) + (factor)nmonth 2.049794 36 -537.7813 

Test df LR stat Pr(Chi) 

1 vs 2 4 6.32057 0.1764529 

Note: month is not significant on CScount and was removed from future analysis 
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Remaining analysis of sea lion stranding counts and SST at the time of stranding 

was completed in a similar fashion.  

mnb1=glm.nb(CSLcount~factor(year)+MedianMB,data=MCSL) 

mnb2=glm.nb(CSLcount~factor(year),data=MCSL) 

mnb3=glm.nb(CSLcount~factor(year)+MedianSB,data=MCSL) 

anova(mnb1,mnb2,test="Chisq") 

Table D4. 

ANOVA table testing influence of MedianMB in the models mnb2 and mnb3. Response: 
CSLcount 

Model  theta Resid. df 2 x log-lik. 

factor(year) 1.833344 40        -544.1019 

factor(year) + MedianMB 2.000822 39 -539.2171 

Test df LR stat Pr(Chi) 

1 vs 2 1 4.884723 0.02709538 

Note: MedainMB is not significant on CScount and was removed from future analysis 

anova(mnb3,mnb2,test="Chisq") 

 

 

Table D5. 

ANOVA table testing influence of MedianSB in the models mnb2 and mnb3. Response: 
CSLcount 

Model theta Resid. df 2 x log-lik. 

factor(year) 1.833344 40 -544.1019 

factor(year) + MedianSB 1.923921 39 -541.3904 

Test df LR stat Pr(Chi) 

1 vs 2 1 2.711438 0.09963114 

Note: MedainSB is significant and has an influence on CSL stranding, significant at the p<0.05 
level 
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Prediction analysis 

To devise a prediction model we ran a negative binomial generalized linear model (glm.nb) 

with the sea lion stranding counts and the median SST from each buoy station, Monterey 

bay buoy (Mbsept) and West Santa Barbara buoy (Sbsept), for the previous September. 

The September prior was chosen for fiscal year planning purposes at Rescue organizations. 

The following outlines the regression analysis as delivered by the Program R.  

Call: 

glm.nb(formula = CSLcount ~ Mbsept + Sbsept, data = lagdata06_15,  

    init.theta = 6.876856647, link = log) 

Deviance Residuals:  

    Min       1Q   Median       3Q      Max   

-1.6368  -0.9216  -0.4059   0.7146   1.4894   

Coefficients: 

            Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)     

(Intercept) -5.30223    1.94405  -2.727  0.00638 **  

Mbsept      -0.02878    0.14102  -0.204  0.83829     

Sbsept       0.76871    0.12960   5.931 3.01e-09 *** 

Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1 

(Dispersion parameter for Negative Binomial(6.8769) family taken to be 1) 

    Null deviance: 50.587  on 9  degrees of freedom 

Residual deviance: 10.213  on 7  degrees of freedom 

AIC: 140.4 

Number of Fisher Scoring iterations: 1 

              Theta:  6.88  

          Std. Err.:  3.06  
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Further analysis to test whether Mbsept has a significant effect was completed 

with the likelihood ratio test using ANOVA.  

glm1=glm.nb(CSLcount~Mbsept+Sbsept,data=lagdata06_15) 

glm2=glm.nb(CSLcount~Sbsept,data=lagdata06_15) 

anova(glm1,glm2,test="Chisq") 

 

Odds ratios were completed to get a representation of the likely impact of SST on 

sea lion stranding based on the glm.nb regression.  

exp(summary(glm2)$coefficients) 
 

Table D7. 

Odds ratio of the likely impact of SST on sea lion stranding based on the regression 
analysis from the September prior.  

 Estimate Std. 
Error 

z value Pr(>|z|) 

(Intercept) 0.004024556    5.373201     0.0376222 1.001038 

Sbsept 2.127294895    1.113907 1093.9573583 1.000000 

Note: For every degree of SST from SB in September there is a likelihood of 2.13 
times the amount of CSL stranding.  

 

Table D6. 

ANOVA table testing influence of MedianSB in the models glm1 and glm2. Response: 
CSLcount 

Model theta Resid. df 2 x log-lik. 

Sbsept 6.855608 8 -132.4302 

Mbsept + Sbsept 6.876857 7 -132.3981 

Test df LR stat Pr(Chi) 

1 vs 2 1 0.0320725 0.8578686 

Note: Mbsept has no significant influence on CSL stranding at a p<0.05 level 


